
Foundation Subjects: Science, Art, Geography and PE  
Choose one of these subjects each day to complete in the afternoon. 

  
Teach Activities 

Science Outcome: LO: To be able to understand the impact 

deforestation has on an animal’s food chain. 

 
Can you remember what deforestation means? 

Deforestation means lots of trees in a big area are being 

cut down.  

 

Today we are going to look at how deforestation affects 

orangutans. 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qmRaN5OcQZs 

 

 Watch this quick clip about food chains.  

 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/clips/z8hxpv4 

 

Next read through the ppt all about food chains. Can you 

think of other food chains of different animals?  

 

 

1)Draw the food chain for an orangutan in your books or on the 

worksheet provided.  

 

2)Next write some sentences explaining the effects deforestation 

has on the food chain of an orangutan. What will happen if there are 

no trees left? What will happen to the other animals in the 

rainforest?  What would happen to them if people continued to chop 

down the tress? Then they wouldn’t have any fruit or nuts to eat. 

Then talk about the effect to the animal further on in the food chain. 

How would affect the Tiger?  

 

 

Extension 

If you would like to learn more about orangutans then here 

are some useful websites: 
https://kids.nationalgeographic.com/animals/mammals/orangutan/ 

Art 
 

Outcome: To draw an orangutan 

This week we will be learning to draw a orangutan! Did 

you orangutan means ‘man of the forest’ in Malay.  

These awesome animals live in the Borneo and 

Sumatra. Baby orangutans live with their mothers up 

We are going to learn how to draw an orangutan. Remember to 

send in your pictures. We would love to see them. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T8KCbYc7lB0 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qmRaN5OcQZs
http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/clips/z8hxpv4
https://kids.nationalgeographic.com/animals/mammals/orangutan/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T8KCbYc7lB0


until they are 8 years old. Fruit makes up 60% of an 

orangutans diet, but they also eat shoots, leaves, 

insects and bark along with the occasional egg.  

 

 

 

 

 

Geography Outcome: To understand the effects of 

deforestation on orangutans. 

Today we are going to look at the effect’s 

deforestation has on Orangutans. Read through the 

PowerPoint and have a look at the web links. If you 

would like to know more, have a look at the WWF and 

National Geographic along with the Orangutan 

Foundation.  

 

  
 

 

 

 

Have a look at the Powerpoint explaining why orangutans are 

endangered. For a challenge you could do some of your own 

research.  

 
https://www.orangutan.org.uk/orangutans 

 

https://www.worldwildlife.org/stories/where-do-orangutans-

live-and-nine-other-orangutan-facts 

 

https://www.wwf.org.uk/success-stories/planting-future-

orangutans-and-people 

 

 

Activity 

 

Make a poster using the information you have found out.  

 

Include the following information: 

 

Why is the orangutan critically endangered? 

How can humans help? 

https://www.orangutan.org.uk/orangutans
https://www.wwf.org.uk/success-stories/planting-future-orangutans-and-people
https://www.wwf.org.uk/success-stories/planting-future-orangutans-and-people


Where do orangutans live? 

   

  

 

PE Have a go at Stella the stick  

insect cosmic kids yoga. 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wBdMZMEKq-s 

 

Try Andy’s rainforest wild workout. 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=67zBQyX3etY 

 

 Keep sending in your leavers messages, favourite memories and words of thanks. Don’t forget to keep practicing the two 

songs: 
A Million Dreams: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-rxgAh1bnHU 
When I Grow Up: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=96JDkI2tBhI 
 
We would love to put together a video for you all to leave Stillness Infants with some special memories on tape! 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wBdMZMEKq-s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=67zBQyX3etY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-rxgAh1bnHU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=96JDkI2tBhI

